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SECTION I 
1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
1. 1 BACKGROUND 
The Experimental Data Bus System (EDB), delivered under NASA 
Contract NASA8-25644, is an outgrowth of design and development study 
progrGms which are being conducted within the Raytheon Equipment 
Division Laboratories (EDL). Three fundamental objectives stressed 
in the Raytheon EDB development program were: 
1. Develop, for future system applications , 
high speed multiplexed data transmission system 
concepts. 
2. Establish a system representative test bed to 
evaluate and determine the attributes and limi-
tations of data bus systems . 
3 . Extend the technical experience with respect to 
the utilization of state-of-the-art microelectronic 
hardware. 
The Experimental Data Bus was designed to provide a unified 
high speed data transmission system for remote data acquisition and 
data transmission. Design emphasis was placed on the development 
of a versatile and representative system to be used as an engineering 
evaluation tool. The EDB system will exercise up to 16 remote units, 
each having standardized analog and digital interfaces. 
The system is characterized as a TDM, bit synchronized system 
employing conditioned diphase modulation. Control, timing, and 
data are transmitted at a nominal 850 KBps rate. -The equipment is 
shown in Figure 1-1. 
1.2 EDB SYSTEM FEATURES 
The EDB system is ~om~rised of the following functional elements: 
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a. Master Control Unit (MCU) - originates and displays 
Conmand and Data Words. 
b. Master Data Transmission Unit (MDTU) - provides the 
communications interface to remote terminals. 
c. Remote Data Transmission Unit (RD'rU) - receives and 
transmits data words from subsystem via the data 
bus. 
d. Subsystem Control Unit (SCU) - simulates the analog 
and digital data channels of a user subsystem. 
e. Data TranSi'lission Link (DI'L) - the interconnection 
between RDI'Uls a~d MDTU. 
Data communications is half-duplex, or two-way, non-simultaneous 
transmission. Message routing is controlled by the MCU/MDTU, which 
can access each RDTU in a random fashion. 
There are two modes of d3ta transfer in the EDB system--TRANSMIT 
and RECEIVE. In the RECEIVE Mode, data originates in the MCU, ,n~ is 
sent to a particular RDTU. In the TRANSMIT Mode, an RDTU is 
commanded to transmit data back to the MCU for further processing. 
The maximum data message length is 32 8-Eit data words in either 
mode. 
The following sections describe, in detail, the system e1enl'3n t 
designs and functional c~aracteristics. 
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SECTION II 
2.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
2.1 SYSTEM CONCEPTS AND FEATURES 
2.1.1 DATA BUS CONCEPT 
Large-scale, computer-based systems are universally faced with 
'~he integration problems of interconnecting many independent and 
remotely located data and control sources. To date, dedicated wire 
for each signal source has been the best co~promise for the data 
transfer subsystem, especially for aerospace applications which 
cannot tolerate large volume and weight. With the introd~ctl0n 
of highly-reliable, low cost and low volume microelectronic equip-
ment, other data c0mmunications concepts are being investigated. 
The implementation of signal multiplexing, as represented by 
the EDB system, is an attractive solution to the problem and pro-
vides an integrated nd unified method ·:)f acquiring I distributing 
and routing subsystem interface data and signals. The multiplE::xed 
data transmission system, in which the subsystems are se~viced by 
a single common II bus II , can be treated as a subsystem in itself. 
Its use enhances the efficient integration, checkout and operation 
of a large system. 
2.1.1.1 Multiplexing 
A primary consideration in the design of the EDB system was 
the selection of the data bus multiplexing technique. Limited 
studies of the three basic transmission techniques (TDM, FDM and 
hybrids) with respect to functional complexity and centrally-
controlled system requirements indicated that a TDM technique has 
superior functional attributes. In general, a TDM system provides 
the servi.ced subsystems with an address the subsystem must recog-
nize, timing for control, synchronization, commands and data. 
The EDB system utilizes a discrete addressing scheme in which the 
Remote Data Transmission Unit (RDTU) is commanded in a random or 
2-1 
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adaptive fashion. Bit synchronization js utilized as the means of 
providing timing between the RDTU's and the MDTU. The timing can 
be recovered from the diphase modulated message transmission, thus 
eliminating the need for a separate system clock line. 
2.1.1.2 Modulation 
The PCM data is transmitted over the data transmission link 
using conditioned diphase modulation. Conceptual tradeoffs between 
potentially applicable modulation techniques established that the 
diphase technique satisfied the system requirements, provided 
minimal system constraints, and was cost effective to implement. 
Conditioned diphase modulation is a form of split-phase non-return -
to-zero (NRZ) coding. Each da~a blt time is divided into two half-
bit pulses of opposite phases (binary 1 or binary 0). The modulation 
rule for diphase is that the order of the two half-width pulses 
reverse from that of the prior data bit for every data "1" to be 
transmitted. The order (or "phase ll of the data stream) remains 
constant for every transmitted data "0". Figure 2-1 illustrates a 
typical data word, and the conditioned diphase modulated waveform. 
Diphase modulation permits timing recovery from the modulated 
data (eliminating the need of a separate timing line). This 
characteristic is based upon the fact that the modulation convention 
assures a signal transition at least every bit time. Diphase has 
the additional attribute of being easily modulated and demodulated 
without the need for complex circuit designs. 
2.1.1.3 Data Transmission and Reception 
The modulated data is transmitted betweer. the Master and Remote 
Units via the Data Transmission Link (DTL). The DTL was selected to 
be twisted-pair, shielded cable (type RGI08A/U) with 78 ohm charac-
teristic impedance. For flexibility in experimentaticr. and labora-
tory equipment integ ration, the DTL ccnsists of the following 
elements: 
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a. 13 twenty-foot sections 
b. 8 three--foot stub sections 
c. 13 T-connectors 
d. 1 Impedance termination 
The cable connectors are TWINAX type r ather than the less 
desirable polarized dual-pin type. 
The EDB sys~ 'em has been designed to tolerate moderate signal 
distortion due to transmission line mismatches due to single-order 
network branches. Thus, the IYrL is terminated at two ends only, 
and no branch couplers are us~d. 
Since the EDB system is half-duplex, each Remote or Master 
Unit contains both transmitter and receiver circuits. These circuits 
share a common pulse transformer which provides the interface to the 
DTL. Transformer coupling was selected for both d-c is")lation frolTI 
the cable and excellent common-mode noise rejection. The RDTU and 
MDTU designs feature a c i rcu i t which exhibits a low output-impedance 
(75 ohms) when transmitting and a high input-impedance (1500 ohms 
typical) when receiving. The high input-impedance for the receiver 
permits clustering of remote units at a given DTL point without 
causing excessi ve transmission line mismatches. 
2.1.1.4 Hardware Desi~ 
Design tradeoffs were made for tbe hardware to be used in eac~ 
EDB subsysten. The RIYrU design features medium-scale integration 
(MSI) packaging technology using state-of-the-art microelectronics 
hardware. The Master Unit and Subsystem Contro l Unit are designed 
with commercial grade dual-in-line integrated circuits (DIP) mount~d 
on standard plug-in wire-wrap boards. Push-button switches and 
lights are used for front panel control and display on these rack-
mounted units. Self-conta~ned d-~ power supplies are included in 
both the MCU/MDTU and SCU assemblies. The complete system i s shown 
in Figure 1-1. 
2-4 
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2.2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
2.2.1 GENERAL 
The EDB subsystem components, inte~connections and interface 
are shown in the system block diagram, Figure 2-2. The system 
consists of a Master Data Transmission Unit (MDTU) under the control 
of the Master Control Unit (MCU). The MDTU interfaces, via the Data 
Transmission Link (DTL) , up to eight Remote Data Transmission Units 
(RDTU). The RDTU ' s intertace user subsystems by acquiring data, 
distributing data and conveying commands. The RDTU/User Subsystem 
interface has been designed with the following standardized r/o 
functions: 
a. Input bus 8 bits 
b. Output b~s 8 bits 
c. Analog input 16 lines 
d. Analog output 1 line 
e. Subsystem device address lines - 5 bits 
f. Timing and control lines 
2.2.2 SYSTEM DATA FLOW AND ~ESSAGE ROUTING CONTROL 
The EDB system can be characterized a~ an adaptive, polled, 
discrete addressed communications system. The controlling element 
in the basic system is the Master Control Unit, which schedules the 
t 7ansmission of commands and data to and from the remote terminals 
(RDTUls) of the system. Control of the MC~ selected via the front 
panel, is either MANUAL or AUTOMATIC if a computer is linked to the 
EDB. When a given RDTU is commanded to receive data frJm the MCU, 
its control section accepts the message, processes the data and, 
in turn, supplies it to the appropriate user subsystem. Similcrly, 
the RDTU processes and transmits data back to the master if the MCU 
commands it to do so. Direct RDTU-to-RDTU communications is not 
possible. Messages designated to be transferred from RDTU to RDTU 
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are routed through the MCU using two message commands. The first 
message is an RDTU transmission to the MCU and the second is a 
transmission from the MCU to the other RDTU. All scheduling and 
data filing are implemented by the controlling computer. 
2.2.3 MDTU-RDTU MESSAGE WORD FORMAT 
The system can contain up to 16 addressed RDTU's, each of which 
can provide 32 I/O functions (16 analog and 16 digital) . Data 
transfer to and from each RDTU is under the control of the Master 
Unit. Up to 16 data words can be distributed per message . A data 
message is initiated by the MCU generating a 16- bit command word 
with the format shown in Figure 2-3 . The first four bits define 
the address of the RDTU with which the data transfer is to take 
place. The mode bits (2) define the transfer operation code , i . e . , 
sequential transmission to/from the RDTU or block crans fer to/from 
the RDTU. For the Sequential transfer mode the Start Address and 
Stup Address fields define the starting device address to transmit 
or receive a data word and the last device address to get a data 
word. For the Block transfer, the Starting Address defines the 
device address to receive or transmit the block of data words. 
The number of data words to be transferred is determined by the 
difference between the Stop and Start Addresses. A maximum of 
sixteen 8-bit words can be transferred in a given data message . 
The preamble portion of the message word provides synchroniza-
tion signals for the RDTU and an invalid code "wake-up" header. 
The invalid code is a modulation pattern which does not occur in 
conditioned diphase modulated .jata . This invalid code indicates 
that the Master Unit is transmitting a Command Word and that each 
RDTU should bit-synchronize and compare the Address bits with its 
own address code . 
For RECEIVE modes of operation, in which data is sent from 
the MCU to an RDTU, the 8-bit data words follow the COMMAND WORD 
with a GUARD BIT between each data word. For TRANSMIT modes of 
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operation, in which an RDTU begins transmitting, the COMMN~D WORD 
is followed by a synchronization field of data-bit zeros followed 
by a single data-bit "1" to synchronize the MDTU clock to the 
transmitting remote. The RDTU then transmits 8-bit data words in 
succession,with a GUARD BIT between each data word. 
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SECTION III 
3.0 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS 
3.1 RDTU SUBSYSTEM 
3.1.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The RDTU module is designed to provide an interface between 
the central computer and its var .ious subsystems with a maximum 
degree of flexibility. Each module is completely interchangeable 
w'th any other RDTU in the system, and provides both an analog and 
a digital interface compatible with a wide range of potential user 
subsystems. Each RDTU has the capab~llty of handling up to 32 I/O 
channels (16 analog and 16 digital). A 5-bit channel address is 
provided to the subsystem to identify which I/O channel is to 
provide or receive each data word. 
A block djagr3m of the RI~U module is shown in Figure 3-1. 
The major functional blocks within the RDTU are as follows. 
a. Signal modulator/demodulutor (MODEM) 
b. 8 bit ±l% accuracy A/D and D/A converter 
c. 16 Channel analog signal multip~€xer 
d. Data and command word registers 
e. Timing and control logic 
The interface to tr.e Data Transmission Link (DTL) is the 
transformer-coupled MODEM, while the subsystem interfaces are as 
follows: 
a. Analog data: up to 16 signals input 
1 analog output 
b. Digital data: 8-bit input ~us 
8-bit output bus 
c. Timing, address and cont.!:'ol lines 
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The RDTU module is designed to be set init~o~ly to a dormant 
(RECEIVE) mode in which the unit is awaiting a command word from 
the l-'..DI'U. This pl'events any possible interference problems caused 
by more than one unit transmitting at one time. Every message 
transmitted from the MDTU contains an invalid diphase code in its 
header bits which identifies a transmission from che MDTu and 
synchronizes all RDTU'I3 to interpret the COMM.AND word. Each RDTU 
stores the COMMAND word and compares its own address code with the 
address field of the CO~V.AND word. Only that RDTU wh~se address 
compares will execute the commanded function . The other RDTU's 
return automatically to the dormant state and wait for the next 
CO~AND word . The activated RDTU performs the co~~anded operations 
and returns to the dormant state when the functional sequence of 
data transfers and process functions is complete . 
3 . 2 DETAILED FUNCTIONN~ DESCRIPTION 
The detailed description of the RDTU module is discussed below . 
A functional block diagram of the design is shown in Figure 3-2. 
At power turn-on, the RDTU will initialize itself to the dormant 
state. This is accomplished by a capacitor-resistor circuit, whose 
output is ~ow when power is initially applied. The charging of the 
capacitor wl.ll keep the output of this circuit below the logic "1" 
threshold for a period of time, causing the ENABSE flip--flop to 
initialize in the ENABLE state . This signal will initialize the 
rest of RDTU circuitry. The INITIAL SET input 1:0 the module is the 
output of this initialization circuit . INITIAL SET is also provided 
for use as a master clear input, if so desired . 
The receipt of a series of diphase zeros followed by a message 
indicator code will synchronize the RDTU timing and cause the modem 
to generate aMES IND signal. This signal causes the timing ENABLE 
to be set. which in turn, allows the timing sequencer and alJ other 
signals to start a message cycle . 
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3.2.1 RDTU MESSAGE PROCBSSING 
A ~essa~e cycle for the RDTU consists of the following 
functional steps: 
1. Receive and store ADDRESS and MODE b its from CO~~AND 
word. 
2. Recognize address, or END if address is not recognized. 
3. Receive START sequence instruction and load instruction 
counter. 
4. Receive STOP sequence instruction. 
Sa. Receive data if RECEIVZ mode is commandeC. 
Sb. Transmit dato if TRANSMIT mode is commanded. 
6. End message cycle. 
next command.) 
(Return ~~ dormant state to await 
The RDTU regards the MES I~1D signal as the c3ginning of a 
transmission from the MDTU. The fall of MES IND indicates that the 
first bit of the COMMAND word is on the REC DATA line. The first 
six bits of the COMMAND word are clocked into the HODE-ADDRESS 
register. The last ten bits of the command word are clocked int.o 
the INSTRUCTION register. 
The COMMA~D word is followed by a guard bit and then a stream 
of data words, each separated by a guard bit, when in the RECEIVE 
mode. In the TRANSMIT mode, the ~u stops transmitting after 
sending the COMMAND word and a guard bit. The RDTU then transmits 
a series of eight zeros to synchronize MDT0 timing, followed by a 
sync one which defines the start of valid data. Data transmission 
consists of 8-bit data words each followed by a guard bit. 
3.2.2 ADDRESS AND MODE REGISTER 
The first six bits of the COMMAND word contain the RDI'U remote 
address (4 its) and the mode (2 bits). Tim B is used to generate 
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a 6 pulse clock signal that loads the 6 bit MODE-ADDRESS register. 
The Q and Q outputs of the address bits (A, B, C and D) are brought 
out to the module connector, where they may be pin-program~ed to 
obtain the desired remote address. One output for each address bit 
is fed back jnto the address inputs (ADDl, ADD 2 , ADD3 and ADD4). 
After the register has been loaded, the ADDRESS decoder checks to 
see if the proper address has been received. If all four address 
inputs are high, the valid address (VA) flip-flop is set, and the 
cycle continues. If not, the VA flip-flo p remains reset and causes 
the ENABLE signal to be reset, which returns the RDTU to the dormant 
state. 
The remaining two bits (E and F) contain the mode. They are 
decoded as shown in the following chart. 
E F MODE 
0 0 Transmit Sequential 
0 I Transm~t Block 
I 0 Receive Seque!1tial 
I I Receive Block 
The E and E outputs of the register enter a flip-flop that 
generates the RDTU internal gating signals for TRANSMIT (GT) and 
RECEIVE (GR) mode. During th; receipt of the command word (PHi 
high), the circuit is always in the RECEIVE mode. During the data 
phase (PH2 high), the circuit will switch to the TRANSMIT mode if 
so co~anded. Another signal (M~DE COMMAND}, generated by GT and 
GR, is used to place the modem in TRANSMIT or RECEIVE mode at the 
proper times. 
Sequential operation is attained by clocking the buffer register 
each time that the instruction counter changes state. In BLOC~ 
operation, the buffer register is clocked only once after the 
instruction counter has been loaded with the START instruction . 
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The Buffer Register clock (G5) is generated from Tim B and gated 
by the F output of the Mode Address Register. 
3.2.3 INSTRUCTION REGISTER A~D COUNTER 
A 10-pul s e clock derived from Tim B, loads the last 10 bits 
of the COMMAND word into the 5-bit instruction register. After 
the START word has been loaded, it is set into the instruction 
counter, allowing the STOP word to be loaded into and held by the 
instruction register. 
The instruction counter is a 5-bit binary ripple counter. For 
packaging purposes, 2 flip-flops per chip were desired and separate 
clocks had to be av~ilable, consequently, no reset line was avail-
able. Yet they must be reset in order to set in the START instruc-
tion. This is accomplished by setting the entire counter durin~ 
the dormant period and causing all initial cloc~ edge to occur at 
the start of a new message cycle. This clock edge will cause the 
counter to return to the reset state. 
3.2.4 INSTRUCTION COMPARATOR AND BUFFER REGISTER 
A 5-bit comparator is used to detect when the contents of the 
instruction counter are identical to the contents of the instruction 
register (the STOP instruction h.as been reac1l'~d). At this I"loint 
It is sti l l necessary to continue the operation of the circ~it until 
the last data word has been fully received or transmitted In 
RECEIVE moc a, the counter is incremented before the receipt of the 
data word and time must be allowed for the last data word to be 
received. 
In TRANSMIT mode, the counter is :i.ncreme!1ted approximately 
12 usec before the transmission of the desired data word . This 
allows an AID conversion to take place,if analog data has been 
requested, and permits a 9-bit resynchronization header to be 
transmitted to the MDF0 before the first data word . 
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A 2-bit gray counter is used to count the delay time between 
the comparison and actual end of message. Its outputs, gated by 
GR and GT, cause the ENABLE signal to be reset; which returns the 
RDTU to the dormant state. 
The function of the buffer register is to identify to the 
subsystem the data being received, or the desired data to be trans-
mitted. It reads the current state of the instruction counter at 
the proper time. 
3.2.5 DATA REGISTER 
The data register consists of an 8-bit shift register us~d 
in both RECEIVE and TRANSMIT modes. The 8-pulse clock is developed 
from Tim B. In RECEIVE mode, digital data is clocked into this 
register and held so that the subsystem ~ay read it. The 8-bit 
parallel digital output is taken directly from the flip-flops . 
During a TRANSMIT mode, digital inputs are loaded into t .he 
register in parallel approximately 1 usec before being transmitted. 
Analog word& in digital foem from the output of the ~/D converter 
are serially loaded into the Data Register, while the previous 
trans~ission is occurring. 
Gating at the serial output of the data register permits the 
injection of guard zeros between transmitted data words, and also 
the injection of a sync one at the beginning of data transmission . 
3.2.6 A/D - D/A CO~ERTER 
A successive-approximation AID converter is used to convert 
analog inputs for transmission and, irA reverse, to convert digital 
received data into an 3nalog output . The D/A circuit contains 
8 flip-flops, whose outputs feed i.m R-2R ladder network. In turn, 
each flip-flop is set and the digital input either allows it to 
remain set or be reset. The output of the ladder network is the 
analog output of the RDTU. 
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In AID converSlon, the output of the ladder network is fed 
into an emitter follower (for conditioning) and then into an inte-
grated circuit comparator. The analog input also goes through the 
emitter follower to the comparator. The digital output of the 
comparator becomes the control input to the DI A section, as well 
as the data output of the converter. 
Two 8-channel multiplexerE are used to select the appropriate 
analog input to the AID converter from 16 possible analog inputs 
to the RDTU. All analog signals must be pre-conditioned to 
0-3.5 VDC full scale levels. 
In RECEIVE mode, the received digital word is fed directly 
into the digital input of the DIA, when analog output is desired. 
While in TRANSMIT mode, the proper analog input is selected by the 
multiplexers which decode the instruction counter, and the digital 
output of the AID is fed into the data register at the proper time. 
3.2.7 TIMING SEQUE~CER 
The timing sequencer is a 9-bit twisted ring counter. It is 
clocked by Tim A. All timing ~ulses and gating signals necessary 
for the operation of the RDTU are derived fro~ this counter. 
Dur.ing the co~and phase (PHl) of operation, the full cycle 
of the coun"ter is used. During the data phase (PH2), the counter 
is reset after every 9 counts. The counter is also continuously 
reset during the dormant phase. 
3.2.8 RDTU MODEM 
The RDTU modem provides the functional interface between the 
Data Transmission Link (DTL) and the RDTU baseband processing and 
control sections. Functionally, the modem provides diphase signal 
modulation and demodulation of the baseband data. In addition, 
the modem provides the basic timing and synchronization control 
for the RDTU subsystem . The modem block diagram shown in Figure 3-3 
provides reference for the following discussion. 
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3.2.8.1 TRANSMIT Function 
When transmitting, the MODE COMMAND signal activates the bus 
driver gates, inhibits the dip~ase detector, and changes the period 
of the TIM GENERATOR local oscillator. TRANSMIT data from the RDTU 
processing circuits is conditioned in the baseband condition 
generator. This is shown in Figure 3-4(a, b and c) . TRANS~IT data 
is conditioned by modulating the data from binary voltage levels 
to level transitions. A logic " 1 " is represented by an output 
level change coincident with the TIM B clock. A logic " 0 " is 
represented by a continuing (no change) level at TIM 8 clock time. 
The conditioned TRA~SMIT data is ~ow applied to the diphase gen-
erator. A conditioned diphase signal is developed by adding 
(modulo 2) the input signal tc the square wave signal from TIM 
DISTR shown in Figure 3-4 (d). The result of the addition is shown 
in Figure Figure 3-4 (e). The intelligence is now represented by a 
phase reversal at each logic " 1 " . The output of the diphase gen-
erator has been retimed with 2 megabit pulses from the timing 
generator. The 2 megabit conditioned diphase signal is now ready 
for transmission over the DTL. The signal 10gic is translated from 
o to +4V integrated circuit levels to ±l volt levels by the bus 
driver stage. A push-pull transformer circuit provides the polar 
bus signal and impedance matchjng. The RDTU modem presents 75 o hm s 
to the DTL when in the TRANSMIT mode . 
3.2.8.2 RECEIVE Function 
M1en the RDTV is not tran smi tting, it is always in the RECEIVE 
mode. This is accomplished thr ough the MODE COMMAND signal which 
inhibits the bus driver gates, activates the di phase detector and 
~hanges the period of the local oscillator. When the bus driver 
is inhibited, the RDTU modem presents approximately 1500 ohms to 
the DTL. A signal on the DTL is coupled through the transformer 
circuit and is translated to integrated circuit logic levels by 
the bus receiver. The receiver is a voltage comparator biased so 
that the threshold window is at approximately +0.1 volts. The 
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output of the bus r eceiver is applied to the tim. generator, the 
message indicator detector, and the diphase detector. T1ming is 
recovered from the received diphase signal transitions. As long 
as transitions occur at one-half bit time intervals the tim gen-
erator local oscillator is inhibited. However, whe'1 a dip1->ase 
logic "1" is received, the transitions are separated by one bit 
time. In order to maintain proper clock frequency, the local 
oscillator inserts a synthetic timing pulse slightly longer than 
the half-bit time between the transition timing pulses. This is 
shown n Figure 3-5 (a, b and c). Waveforms (b) and (c) are 
added together to form the " 2 Megabit " timing signal of (d). 
Thi s signal is used to drive the tim.distr.circuit and produce 
TIM A, TIM B and a de: ayed 2 megabit timing signal for operation 
of the diphase detector. The diphase detector converts the received 
diphase signal to a baseband signal (RECDATA). This is accomplished 
by delaying the received diphase signal one data bit period and 
adding it (modulo 2) to the etirned diphase signal. The REC DATA 
signal is retimed with TIM A before application to the RDTU proces-
sing logic . This is sh~wn in Figure 3-5 (e and f ) . It can be seen 
that timing synchronizatio n is achieved on the first transition of 
the received signal. However, the RDTU processing circuits must be 
alerted tha t the received data has been transmitted from the Master 
Unit, MDTU. The reason for this is the party line bus system . It 
allows one RDTU to receive data transmitted from another RDTU at 
the modem level. The multiplex circuits of the first RDTU will 
ignore the data from the second RDTU as it will not recognize its 
transmitted header. The header is an eight-bit word preceding the 
data. The message indicator detector circuit in the RDTU modern 
will respond only to a header transmitted by the MDTU. Thi s is 
the first eight bits of waveform (3-5a). The message indicator 
detector will respond by generating an MI s i gnal at the beginning 
of the next eight bit period. The MI signal activa~~s the proces-
sing circuits which, in turn, wiil respond to incoming data at that 
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time. Part 0':' the header transi.\i tted by the MI1I'U contains an 
abnormal diphase seque~ce. The l~st three b i t times are he l d at 
a logic " 1 " level whereas a normal diphase signal logic " 1 " i s 
one blt time maximum without a trans i tion. Dt-r i ng thi s three bit 
time period, the local oscillato r will generate f i ve synthetic 
timing pulses. This is shown in Figure 3-5 (c). Tr.e synthetlc 
timing pulses are contlnuously monitored by the message lndicator 
detector circuit . When the cOUut reaches three, before the received 
diphase changes state, a~ MI signal is generated, delayed and 
transmitted to the multlplex circuits concurrent with the first 
data bit after the header. This is shown in Figure 3-5 (g). 
3.2.9 LOGIC PARTITIONING AND MICROELECTRONIC PACKAGING 
The RDTU consists of 8 hybrid MSI modules (called RAYPAKS ) 
using beam-l~ : ~ TTL integrated circuit chips and s ome d i screte 
components. Functional flexibility was enhanced by using discrete 
components for critical circuit areas, such as the modem receiver 
and ,VD converter components. Design groundrules for RAYPA.l( layouts 
were 12 chips maximum with 40 I / O pins maximu n . The following 
table shows the functions on each Raypak. 
RAYPAK NO. 
RPl 
RP2 
RP3 
RAYPAK NAME 
Address Decoder 
Instruction 
Decoder 
Message Control 
and Timi ng 
DRAWING NO. 
462595 
462596 
462597 
FUNCTIONS 
Address and mode 
registers and deco ding, 
subsyste~ flag signals 
(ANAL. SA.~P., DIS. 
DATA VALID) 
Instruction register, 
In3truction counter, 
In s truc t i on buffer 
register, part of 
Instruction comparator 
Instruction compar-
ator, miscellaneous 
timing logic 
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RAYPAK NO. RAYPAK NAME DRAWJNG NO. 
RP4 Data Register 462:~8 
RP5 Timing Sequencer 462599 
RP6 D/ A Converter 462600 
RP7 Modem Transmitter 462601 
RP8 Modem Receiver 462602 
3.3 MCU/MDTU SUBSYSTEr-1 
3.3.1 GENERAL 
FUNCTIONS 
Data register and 
associated gating, 
subsystem flag signal 
(DIS. DATA STROBE) 
Timing Sequencer and 
timing signals 
D/A .onverter and 
associated gating, 
timin9 signals 
'I'ranslnit, logic, 
TIM A, TIM B logic, 
Retiming of Rec. Data 
Receive logic, local 
oscillator 
The Master Control Unit (MCU) and the Mas~er Data Transmission 
Unit (MOTU) control and process the flow of command words and data 
words from the Bus Control Unit (AUTOMA'l'lC mode) or from the 
manual control pnnel inputs (MA~UAL mode) to and from the Remote 
Data Transmission Units (RDTU) . 
The MCU/MDTU is functionally organized in a manner similar 
to a computer organization . That is, an instruction register pro-
vides coded operation orders to - control matrix. The control 
matrix, when timing and conditionals are added, provides the !1ece:3-
sary control functions to process and control the flow of data to 
its proper destl.nation. The control timing is provided by a 5-stage 
twisted ring counte~. Table 3-1 contains the ins~ruction register 
sequence states through WhlCh a given opeL'ating mode steps. 
3.3.2 MCU/MOTU FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
3.3.2.1 General Description 
The detC'liled functional bloc diagram of the MCU/MDTU is shown 
in Figure 3.6. 
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The MCU consists of the following major elements: 
a. Command register - accepts COMMA~D wo rds from the 
computer or from manual inputs 
b. Scratch-pad memory - stores 16, 8-bit data words 
from BCU or RDTU 
c. Memory addrc3s register - controls the read-write 
cycles of the scratch-pad memory 
d. Input-output buffer registers - interface MCU with 
BCU and MDTU 
The MDTU contains the timlng sequencer, start address register, 
and instruction register necessary for controlling the sequence of 
data flow. A parallel to serial converter provides the interface 
between theMDTU and MCU for a l l command and data word transmissiun. 
The modem modul ates the digital baseband data into a conditional 
diphase format and demodulates the diphase to baseband. In addition, 
the modem codes the invalid "wake-up" code destined for the RD'tU, 
generates and recovers basic system timing. 
The user can select via the MCU/MEITU control panel one of three 
Data Bus System operating modes: 
1. Manual Continuous - a given command and data 
sequence defined by the panel's manual inputs 
is executed repeatedly. 
2. Manual One Message - a given command and data 
sequence defined by the panel's manual inputs 
is executed only once. 
3. Automatic - T:le MCU/MDTU receives commands from 
the BCU and accepts data from the BCU desti ned 
for an RDTU or provi6es the BCU with data from 
an RDTU as a function of the command word. 
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In any of the operator selected operating modes, the MCU/ MOTU 
can, as defined by th~ command word, send data to a given RDTU 
(Receive Mode) or receive data from a given RDTU (Transmit Hode) . 
Refer to the detailed MCU/ MDTU timing charts (Table 3-2) for the 
following descriptions. 
3.3.2.2 Automatic Transmit Mode 
In the AUTOMATIC TRANSMIT mode, the MCU/MDTU accepts and stores 
the COMMAND word from the Buffer Control Unit (BCG). 
The signal BCU TRANSFER READY OUT signifies th~t the transmission 
of data to the MCU is ready to begin. The instruction register will 
in state STO (accept COMMAND from BCU). The input buffer is 
then loaded in parallel with a l6-bit COMMAND word. This COMMAND 
word is then loaded in parallel into the command register (CMR). 
At the same time signal MCU TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE is sent to the 
computer by the HCU signifying that a word has been received. 
The COMMAND word contains 16 bits as follows: 
I 
RDTU T/R I 0 Start Stop I 
Address I Address Address I 
4 1 I 5 5 
I 
I 
I 
1 4 5 6 7 11 12 16 
COMMA."lD WORD FORMAT 
Bits 7 through 11 of the COMMAND word (START ada: es~~ are 
loaded into the Memory Address Register ~MAR). ~ hi s , t ores the 
first address to be loaded into the Scr a tt:h-pad Mem('r~' . n .. ·"' 
instruction register 1S t h e n \ ncrernent€:d and the system begL ts 
the preamble phase (IR = 3Tl). 
The. START addres c reglst~~ is then loade with the START 
address (Bits 7 through 11 OL the COMMAND word) and the first eight 
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bits of the COMMAND word are transferred in parallel to the MCU 
output lines and into the parallel to serial converter. The 
instruction register is incremented again and the MCU/MDTU executes 
in the command phase-first half (IR = ST2). The first 8 bits of 
the COMMAND word in the p/s converter are now transferred serially 
to the modem and the second 8 bits of the word are loaded into the 
P/S converter as before. During the command phase second half 
(IR = ST2), the second 8 bits are also transferred serially to 
the modem and again to th~ DTL. The memory address register is 
then loaded and the instruction register is again incremented 
(IR = ST3--Message Indicator Phase). During state ST3, the 
MCU/MDTU receives the specified number of 8 bit data words from the 
RDTU's. A message indicator signal is sent from theRDTU signifying 
that a data word is to be transmitted. If no message indicator 
signal is received after 19 usee, an ERROR signal is generated and 
sent to the BCU and in addition, the TRANSMIT ERROR la~p on t e 
front panel is lit. This indicates that the RDTU did not respond 
to the transmission request or that the DTL is defective. 
After the message indicator from the RDTU is received, data 
is transferred from the modem in serial to the parallel to serial 
converter. From here, it is brought in parallel to the MCU input 
lines. At this time the instruction register is incremented 
(IR = ST4--Sequence "C") . 
The data words are now loaded in parallel into the memory 
buffer register. If the memory address register is at the STOP 
address, the MAR COMPARE flip-flop is set to a logic "1". The 
data word is now loaded into the scratch-pad memory. 
The memory address register is incremented and if the s'rop 
address is displayed, the instruction register is incremented to 
ST5. If the MAR does not equal the STOP address, the MCU/MDT 
returns to state ST4 to process a new data word . (IR = ST5--
Data to Computer Phase.) 
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During this phase the MCU will input, in parallel, data words 
to the BCU. From the A-MUX (scratch-pad memory), the data words 
are transferred to the MCU input buffer reg ister. 
If the memory address register is at the STOP address, the 
MAH comparator is set to a " 1 " . Signal MCU TRANSFER READY COM,\1A..'lD 
is then sent to the BCU enabling the transfer of the first data 
wor d . 
BCU TRA..~SFER ACKNOWLEOOE is then sent by the BCU to the MCT] 
signaling that data has been received. The ~~ is again incre-
mented. If the address does not equal the STOP address or BCU 
TRN~SFER ACKNOWLEDGE is not received, the MCU/MDTU returns to the 
beginning of STS to process a new data word. If the MAR is at the 
STOP address, the instruction register is incremented and the 
MCU/MDTU returns to state STO and waits for a new command word. 
3.3.2.3 Manual Transmit Mode 
While in MANUAL operation, a COMMAND word is manually loaded 
during STl (preamble phase) by manual switches MCR10l - MCRl16. 
The MCU/MDTU does not enter the preamble phase until MANUAL ENABLE 
is set. 
The preamble phase, command phase .. 111essage indicator phase, 
and sequence "C" phase for the MANUAL opel"ation follow the 
AUTOMATIC operation as described previously. 
At the end of sequence "C" the data words from the RDTU are 
displayed on a set of "lights" associated with the scratch-pad 
memory. The data flow is now complete and he instruction r egister 
resets to state STO (S andby). 
3 . 3 .2.4 Automa tic Receive Mude 
In the AUTOMATIC RECEIVE mode the MCU/ MDT U i nterfaces directly 
wi th the BCU a nd computer . Sixteen-bit COMMAND words and 8-bit 
data words are received f m the computer BCU and transmitted to a 
respect i ve RDTU. 
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The signal BCU TRANSFER OUT signities that the transmission of a 
command and data words to the MCU is ready to begin. The instruction 
register is at state STO (accept COMMAND froffi BCU). The COMMk~D 
word is loaded and decoded as stated previo~sly. During STl 
(sequence E) the 8-bit data words, the n~mber of which is deter-
mined by the COMMk~D word, are loaded into the scratch-pad memory _ 
Signal BCU READY enables the transmission from the BCU to the input 
buffer. The 8 -bit words are then transferred into the memory buffer 
regi ster and finally the ticratch- pad memory . If the :nell10ry address 
register does not equal the STOP address, determined f~om the 
COMMA~D word , the cycle repeats itself (Sequence E) until all the 
data words are loaded into the memory . When the MAR equals the 
STOP address, the instruction regis t er is incremented to IR = ST2 
(preamble phase) . During the preamble phase the CO~JlliD word is 
transferred to the MDTU output lines as described above . The 
instruction register is then incremented to IR = ST3 , command phase . 
During ST3 the CO~~D word is transmitted serially to the modem . 
The first data word is transferred to the output register (A- MUX 
output enable encoder). With the COMMAND word transmitted to the 
modem and the data words in the output register, the instruction 
registe~ is incremented to state IR = ST4, data transfer phase . 
The data words are now transferred into the pis converter and 
out. to the modem. Ii the START address register does not ecp;al 
the STOP addreJs, determined from the CO~AND word, the SAR is 
incremented and a new data word is provided . When all the data 
words are transmitted to the modem and the SAR equals the STOP 
address, the lnstruction register is incremented and the register 
state returns to STO (accept COMMAND word from BCU) . 
3 . 3 . 2.5 Manual Receive Mode 
During MANUAL operation, COMMAND words and data words are 
manually loaded through a series of switches on the front panel . 
During STl (preamble phasE') the COMMAND word is loaded rrh .• t1ually 
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TABLE 3-2 (Continued ) 
MCU/MDTU TIMING CHARTS 
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into the command register and then transferred to the MDTU output 
lines as in the RECEIVE-AUTOMAT I C mode descr i bed above. During 
command phase (ST2) the CO~lAND word is transmitted to the modem 
and the B-bit d a ta words are loaded manually by a s~ries of ~witches 
and then transferred to the output register by s ignal M-MUX OUT 
ENABLE. State ST3 (data transfer phase) transmits the data words 
to the modem as stated above. After all the data words are pro-
cessed, the system returns to manual standby (IR = STO). A set 
of lights on the front panel displays the command and data words 
bit patterns. 
3.3. 3 MDTU MODEM 
The MDTU modem provides the functional interface between the 
MCU/MDTU and the OTL. Functionally, the ~odem provides diphase 
modulation and demodulation ot the ~aseba d data respectively, 
half duplex switching, spurious signal blanking, invalid cod~ 
generatio n and primative timing for the whole MCU/ MDTU. The modem 
block diagram is shown in Figure 3-7. Since the MOTU modem i s 
similar to the RDTU modem, reference is made to t he description 
of the RDTU modem (Section 3.2.8). 
3.3.3.1 Transmit Function 
Operation of the baseband generation, diphase generator, bus 
dr i ver, and transformer circuits is identical to that described 
for similar circuits in the RDTU modem. One difference is that 
the MODE COMMAND signal will set the baseband generator output 
to a parti cular state prior to start of the header sequence. The 
reason for this is that the first transmitted diphase logic " 0 " 
must be a 1, 0 sequence rather than an 0, 1 sequence. The one 
r~ain ~ng circuit group in the MOTU transmtt section is the 
message indicator encoder. The purpose of this circuit is to 
clamp the last t hree bits of the 8-b1t head..:r to a logic "1" and 
provide the proper phase relationship between the header and data 
sequences. Waveforms showing this process are illust1:·,3ted in 
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FJ.gure 3.8. MDTU TRANSMIT data consists of all logic "0" evels 
during the header period. This results in a diphase sJ.gnal output 
from the diphase genera tor as shown in Figure 3-8(b). The final 
header sequence is such that the phase relationshJ.p between diphase 
logic zeros in it and thJse in the following data is opposite. 
This means that the zero portion of the header m~st be inverted. 
It is ac~otnplished in the message indicator e co er circuit through 
th~ use of a ateering gate. The control signal (Figure 3-8(c)) for 
this gate is derived from a counter which has been started with the 
MODE COMMAND signal. A steered diphase signal results as shown in 
Figure 3-8{d). A three bit-time gate puJ ~ is also generated by 
the counter. This gate pulse clamps the resultJ.ng dJ.phase output 
signal to a logic "1" level during the last three bit periods of 
the header sequence. The resulting signal output is shown in 
Figure 3-8 (f). 
3.3.3.2 Receive Function 
Operation of the transformer, bus receiver, diphase detector, 
tim generator, and tim distr circuits is identical to t~.at described 
fr.r the same circuits in the RDTU modem. The function of the retim 
rec data circuit J.S also the same as for the RDTU except ti1at the 
header blanker circuit will clamp the output to a logic "0" during 
the received header sequence. A header trans~itted from an RDTU 
is eight diphase zeros followed by a logic "1". Due to the nature 
of diphase detection, a false logic "1 " will appear in the REC DATA 
signal at the beginning of the header period. This would give a 
false start to the rest of the MDTU circuit. This "START" signal 
is reserved fo~' a mandatory logic "1 " which occupies the first 
bi t space in the eight·-bi t word which follows the header. The 
possibility of a false logic " 1" during the header period is e imi-
nated in the REC DATA output signal by clamping it to the zero level 
during this time. This output is also clamped when there is no 
received signal. It can be released only when two bit times of 
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continuous recovered timing has been counted. It will revert back 
to the clamped state when two contiguous local oscillator pulses 
have been counted. This will not occur until the end of message. 
The sequence of events is shown in the waveforms of Figure 3-9. 
3.4 DATA BUS TIMING 
3.4.1 LOCAL OSCILLATOR 
A local oscillator (L. 0.), located in the modern section of 
the 1-'..DTU and in each RDTTJ, provides the timing clock pulses required 
for the operation and control of the MCU/MDTU and the RDTU's data 
multiplexing, processing and modulation logic. The derived trans-
mitted diphase signal is iilitially asynchronous to local timing in 
the receiving RDTU. Upon receiving the modulated diphase signal 
from the transmitting MDTU, the RDTU will recover timing from it 
by converting logic level transitions into timing pulses. These 
timing pulses synchronize the RDT~ L. o. so that it may insert a 
synthetic pulse into the timir..g train at the unit stgnal rate where 
a diphase transition does not occur. The nature of the diphase 
modulated signal is such that no more than two signal unit periods 
can occur contiguously without a logic level transition. This 
means that the i nserted synthetic pulse will always be bracketed 
by recovered timing pulses and the receiving unit will be synchro-
nized to the clock of the transmitting unit. Similarly, when the 
MDTU is in the RECEIVE mode, construction of the timing is identical 
to that described above for the RDTU. Thus, the EDB system units 
respond to signals asynchronous to its own L. o. and timing synchro-
nization is achieved at the first transition of the received signal. 
3.4.1.1 Local Oscillator Design Description 
The local oscillator circuit, shown in Figure 3-10 is composed 
of a retriggerable monostable multivibrator and a feedback circuit. 
The feedback circuit is designed to keep the multivibrator retrig-
gering itself. The level at Q of the Multivibrator is high during 
the retriggered period and falls to low at the end of this period. 
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When the signal at Q goes from high to low, the input to the multi-
vibrator via the feedback circuits goes from low to high delayed 
by the propagation delay in the feedback circuits. This retriggers 
the monostable multivibrator and after an appropriate delay within 
the unit, the output at Q goes from low to high and starts another 
triggered period. The generated pulse, i.e., the time that Q is 
low, becomes the synthetic timing pulse in the receive mode and 
the L. O. timing for the transmit mode. As shown, the timing pulse 
can vary from 40 to 70 ns in width. 
3.4.1.2 Fundamental Timing-RECEIVE Mode 
The trigger period and hence the period between timing pulses 
generated by the multi vibrator is determined by the components Rl, 
R2 and Cl. During the receive mode, R2 is essentially out of the 
circuit such that Rl and Cl produce a time period of approximately 
650 nanoseconds. This is accomplished by making the input, to the 
gate connected to R2, a high logic level. While the multivibrator 
is trying to oscillate at a 650 nanosecond period, recovered timing 
is being applied to the circuit for retriggering purposes. Recovered 
timing has a period of 600 nee This means that as long as a con-
tiguous sequence of 600 ns pulses are applied to the multivibrator, 
it will be retriggered at this interval and never allowed to com-
plete its natural period of 650 ns. The result i s that the output 
at Q will always be high under these conditions and the L. o. will 
not oscillate. Whenever a logic 11111 is transmitted in the diphase 
signal, adjacent recovered timing pulses will be approximately 
1200 ns apart. This allows the L.O. to complete one triggered period 
of 650 ns which inserts a synthetic pulse at this time from the first 
recovered pulse. This sequence is shown in Figure 3-11. It is 
evident that the inserted pulse is l~/o longer than the recovered 
pulse period of 600 ns. The reason for this off-set is to insure 
that the recovered timing signal retriggers the multivibrator before 
it completes the previously triggered period. The degree of off- set 
takes into account the tolerance variations expected between RDTU 
modules. 
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3.4.1.3 Fundamental Timing-TRANSMIT Mode 
Wnen the RDTU is placed in the TRANSMIT mode of operation, 
t~ere is no recovered timing input and the input to the R2 gate 
is low. This places R2 in parallel with Rl to change the RC time 
period for the local oscillator. The circuit now operates as a 
free running multivibrator with a pulse repetition rate of 1700 Kbps. 
This becomes master timing for all of the RDTU circuits. 
3.4.1.4 Initial Set 
The nature of the L. O. circuit is such that at power turn-on, 
it is possible that both Q output and the feedback input could 
assume a logic "Oil state. This would effectively lock-out the 
oscillator from functioning. The INITIAL SET signal is a step 
function (from high to low) delayed a few milliseconds from power 
turn-on. This will ensure that the L. o. is triggered into an 
operating state when power's applied. 
3.4.2 RECOVERED TIMING 
Timing information is extracted from the leading and trailing 
edges of the received diphase signal. This is accomplished through 
a single shot circuit shown in Figure 3-12. Normally, the output 
is a 100Jic "I" level until the input changes from low to high. 
This will generate a logic "0" at the output, whose period is the 
sum of the propagation delays through the five gates. The possible 
pulse widths and delay from input signa l is also shown in Figure 
3-12. An identical single shot circuit operates on the inverted 
diphase signal so that when its output is added to the previously 
described single shot, both leading and trailing edges of the signal 
produce a stream of timing pulses. 
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SECTION IV 
4.0 EDB EQUIPMENT DESIGN 
4.1 RDTU MODULE 
The RDTU module was designed to be a compact assembly capable 
of being installed either internally or externally to other elec-
tronic assemblies (black boxes) within an aerospace vehicle. 
Further, due to the experimental nature of the program, attributes 
such as ease of modification and repair were stressed. The unit 
occupies a volume of 18.1 in 3 (less mounting feet aild connector), 
weights .63 pounds and has a minimum of intraconnections that are 
inaccessible during testing. 
The form factor of the unit is essentially planar, consisting 
of two pri..ted wiring boards (PWB) mounted back to back (see 
Figure 4-1). This arrangement, while not represe~ting the most 
dense packaging approach nor the most easily repairable, does 
best fit the tradeoffs. Additionally, the dimensions and form 
factor are believed to be compatible with most black boxes with 
which it may interface. The RDTU module was designed for maximum 
flexibiltty. For example, the method of interfacing the PWB's to 
the external connector is via jumper wires. This allows any number 
and type of connectors to be substituted for the ones selected 
(without altering the PWB artworks). A machined frame rather t.han 
sheet metal is employed for the module structure, also for reasons 
of flexibility. 
A novel feature of the module design is the heat sink/bus bar. 
The bus bar is mounted on the component side of the board, directly 
undeL the Raypaks. Thus, it is able to perform the dual function 
of power/ground distribution and provide the conductive thermal 
path for the heat dissipated by the Raypaks. Normally, planes of 
this type are stamped fr0m copper sheet and laminated together 
with thin sheets of insulation between them. The normal technique 
described above is usually limited to thin layers of copper and 
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requires excessive overlap of the insulation to allow edge sealing. 
The RDTU bus bar employs heavy copper sheets (.010 inch thick) 
selectively chemically milled to shape and insulation layers etched 
from a negative of the conductor artwork. As a result, the con-
ductors are set into cavities in the insulation. The bus bar thus 
formed has better physical properties and better tolerance control 
than a bus bar fabricated by conventional techniques. 
4.2 MCU/MDTU EQUIPMENT DESIGN 
4.2.1 MCU/MDTU PACKAGE DESIGN 
The MCU/MDTU is housed in a panel which measures overall 
19 inches wide by 22 inches deep by 21 inches high. This panel 
will fit in a standard 19 inch cabinet. 
The digital circuitry is mounted on three shelves (decks). 
Each deck houses three standard high density dual in line packaging 
panels labeled at the rear from left to right A, Band C. These 
packaging panels in turn hold sixty, fourteen pin flat lead dual 
in line integrated circuits. 
Logic partitioning of each deck is shown in Figure 4-2. The 
digital circuitry has been ~artitioned according to function and 
flow. Figure 4-3 shows a rear view of the MCU/MDTU panel. The 
MCU/MDTU has been designed to provide a good electromechanical 
package as well as providing for logic checkout access and experi-
mental design flexibility. Each deck can be backed out horizontally 
from the rear and adjusted to a vertical position. Note the easy 
access to the wire wrap field of each board. 
Interconnecting cables to each deck are run through I/O con-
nector plug-assemblies at the forward end of each I/O packaging 
board. Each board has its separate signal ground via a braided 
strap to a copper ground bus. Also, the +5V logic supply voltage 
is distributed to each individual board over a braided strap to a 
copper bus. 
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A sixty -one pin Bendix connector at the rear of the MCU/MOTU 
subassembly provides the interface with the Buffer Control unit. 
Figure 4-4 shows the connector pin configuration. 
A twinax connector mounted on the front panel furnishes the 
interconnection between the HCU and the DTL. 
A line terminator (TROMPETER TNG-2-39) is furnished with the 
systerl< and is used to suppress reflections on the line . Figure 
4-5 shows the proper placement of this termination . 
... 4.2.2 FRONT PANEL FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The front panel layout of the MCU is shown in Figure 4-6. 
The functions of the MCU front panel controls and indicators are 
described ~s follows: 
1. OPERATE f.J.ODE SELECT SWITCH - 3 position switch. 
a. Manual Continuous - allows the user to manually 
insert repetitive messages in which the mode 
command word contents are defined by the "Manual 
Mode Command" push button lights. 
Data to be sent to the RDTU is manually inputted 
to the MCU/MDTU via the 16 worn bank of push 
but ton lights designated as !'Manual Input Data". 
The data received from the RDTU is displayed on 
the 16 word bank of lights designated as "Display 
Data" • 
b. Manual One Message - enables the user to send or 
receive a single message to or from an RDTU. 
c. Automati c - puts the MCU/MDTU solely under 
comput er control via the BCU. 
2. MANUAL START - ini t ial i zes the manual cycles. 
3. MANUAL STOP - terminates the manual cycle. (Note: 
the la s t manual cy cle is completed and then terminated.) 
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Figure 4-4 System M1 MCU/MDTU J1 61 Pin Bendix 
Connector PT07CE-24-61P (View-Pin Side) 
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4. MASTER CLEAR - initiates the execution of instruction 
sequences . (Note: If this button is pressed while the 
instruction sequences are being executed, that sequence 
is aborted, and MCU/MDTU returns to initial state. 
5. DATA AVAILABLE FOR COMPUTER - this display indicates 
in Automatic _ode, that there is data that has been 
received by the MCU/MDTU from a RDTU and is waiting 
to be accepted at the Computer BCU. 
6. DATA AVAILABLE FROM COMPUTER - indicates that the com-
puter has a command or data word available to input to 
the MCU/MDTU. 
7. TRPBSMIT MODE ERROR - light indicates that a RDTU has 
been requested to transmit data to the MCU/MDTU but 
the transmission did not take place. 
8. AUTO MODE COMM~FD - (16 lights) - indicates in automatic 
mode, the command received from the computer. 
9. DISPLAY DATA - (128 lights) - indicates a maximum of 
16 words at 8 bits/word which are received from the 
RDTU or from the Computer. 
10. FROM RDTU - light indicates that words indicated by the 
display data lights are from the RDTU. 
11. FROM COMPUTER - light indicates that words indicated the 
display data lights are from the computer. 
12. MANUAL MODE COMMAND - (16 push button SW/lights) - in 
"Manual Continuous" or "Manual One Message", the push 
button lights define the Command Word that is to be 
transmitted to the RDTU. 
13. MANUAL INPUT DATA - (128 push button SW/lights) - in 
"Manual Continuous" or "Manual One Message", the push 
button lights define the word message to be sent to 
the RDTU. 
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14. SCOPE - provides for the monitoring of one side of the 
primary winding of the MODEM output transformer with 
respect to ground. This output will portray the trans-
mitted and received conditioned diphase data. 
15. DATA TRANSMISSION LINK (DTL) - furnishes a termination 
for the TWINAX cable from the RDTU's. 
I A detailed description of each control is given in Appendix B 
under "SYSTEM OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS". 
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4.3 SUBSYSTEM CONTROL UNIT (SCU) EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
4.3.1 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
The subsystem control unit (SCU) can be mounted in the same 
console as the MCU/MDTU or alternatively at a remote station. 
The overall dimensions are 19 inches wide by 16~ inches deep by 
10~ inches high. 
A layout diagram of the SCU is shown in Figure 4-7. A des-
cription of this layout is as follows. 
A mounting subassembly accepts one RDTU and includes test 
points (monitoring purposes) for all wires which go to the four 
RDTU connectors Jl, J2, J4 and J5. In addition to the tes~ points, 
the assembly houses fo r address switches and one RDTU ENABLE/ 
DISABLE switch. The address switches select the RDTU address to 
be used. The ENABLE/DISABLE switch is available for disabling 
the RDTU at the discretion of the operator. 
4.3.2 POWER SUPPLIES 
The SCU contains all power supplies necessary to furnish 
power to one RDTU and the supporting electronics. 
4.3.3 ELECTRONIC PACKAGING 
A 60 DIP wire-wrap plug-in panel interconnects the gating, 
comparator, and digital I/O registers. Mounting is within easy 
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access at the rear of the SCU chassis. Thirty-six additional DIP 
locations were allotted as spare to accommodate future modification 
expansion. 
The IISample Hold" amplifier circuitry is mounted on a vertical 
board on the rear of the chassis. The circuit consists of two 
unity gain amplifiers Z2 and Z3 and gating circuitry. Three 
potentiometer level adjustments relate to the amplifier circuitry. 
Adjust 1 sets the D.C. level of the Z2 buffer amplifier. Adjust 
o sets the 0 D.C. level of Z3 during the absence of an analog 
input signal. Adjust 2 sets the D.C. level of Z3 during the 
presence of the analog input. A specific adjustment procedure is 
given in Appendix B. 
4.3.4 FRONT PANEL DESCRIPTION 
The SCU front panel controls shown in Figure 4-8 are described 
as follows: 
1. POWER SWITCH - controls the 115 volt line supply to the 
internal power supplies. 
2. k~ALOG INPUT MONITOR SWITCH - permits the monitoring of 
the sixteen addressable analog voltage levels. Tha arm 
of this switch is wired to the "A.'1ulog Input Monitor" 
jacks (AIM), so that the voltage level may be measured 
by an external meter. 
3. ANALOG OUTPUT - monitors the Sample Hold amplifier 
output. 
4. MASTER CLEAR - resets the internal data registers. 
5 . DISPLAY DATA - (8 lights) - displays the transmitted and 
received data words. 
6. TRANSMIT OPTION - enables data transmission on all 
digital channel addresses required by MCU by over-
riding the channel address switches. 
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7. DATA TRANSMISSION LINK ~ DTL) - interconnection for the 
DTL TWINAX cable. 
8. DIGITAL INPUT DATA - (8 light switches) - inputs digital 
word messages to the RDTU for subsequent transmission 
to the MDTU. 
9. ANALOG INPUT DATA (AI-O through AI-1S) - sixteen poten-
tiometers to provide analog signal inputs to the RDTU. 
10. CHANNEL ADDRESS SELECT - selects analog or digital out-I put to be displayed. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
4.4 MCU/MDTU POWER SUPPLY 
The power supply subassembly furnishes all necessary power 
to the MCU/MDTU. The power requirements are as follows: 
FU 
L 
S 
L 
NCTION 
AMP 
UPPLY 
OGIC 
ODEM M 
S UPPLY 
ODEM M 
SUPPLY 
I POWER SUPPLY 
POWERTEC 
3G520C 
3F510C 
3B12-.2 
3B6-.3S 
VOLTAGE CURRENT 
SUPPLY 
CAPABILITY DRAIN 
+SV 20A lOA 
+SV lOA 7.1A 
- 12V .2A 6.2MA 
-6V .3SA 10.5MA 
FUSE 
15A 
lOA 
l/lOA 
l/lOA 
The power supply panel was designed to be housed in the same 
cabinet, either above or bel ow the MCU/MDTU subassembly. The 
overall dimensions of the panel are 19 inches wide by 7 inches high 
by 17~ inches deep. Access to the individual supply voltages is 
via a terminal board mounted at the rear of the chassis. The 11S 
volt line supply is also fed to this terminal board. 
All power required by t he MCU/~ is provided when the power 
switch is thrown to the "ON" position. A line supply fuse is 
mounted below the switch. 
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SECTION V 
5.0 HYBRID MICROELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
The remote data transmission 1 its (RDTU's) are fabricated 
wi th the utilization of eight MSI h.l '"')rl.d microelectronic modules 
(RAYPAKS). A typical RDTU Raypak Logic Flow Diagram is shown in 
Figure 5-1. This particular Raypak contains 16 gates and 16 
flip-flops. The constraints of pin limitation was given consi-
derable attention in the partitioning process since MSI and LSI 
technologies rr:ake gate utilization less restrictive than pins. 
The Raypak layout from which the substrates are ultimately 
made, is shown in Figure 5-2. One can see the beam lead device 
pad lands. The Raypaks were fabricated at Raytheon's Bedford 
Microelectronics Laboratory and assembled onto the module package 
at Raytheon EDL. 
The hybrid microelectronic technology concepts utilized 
feature beam lead SSI and MSI bi-polar integrated circuit devices 
mounted on metallized alumina substrates. The interconnects for 
the devices are implemented by two layers of metalization separated 
by a high resistivity glass. The glass insulator pattern contains 
appropriate openings for the multi-level interconnection required. 
The first metallized layer is a combination of screen and fire, 
photolithographic masking and etching techniques. The second layer 
is a conventional thick-film fixed metalization on the screened 
insulating glass surface. The beam lead Ie chips are attached 
to the conductive patterns by thermo-compression bonding. The 
beams are bonded to the substrate pads with a bonding tool which 
employs a wobble 'bonding technique. 
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APPENDIX A 
SYSTEM INTERFACE AND INPUT/OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
DATA BUS/BUS CONTROL UNIT 
A.l.1 MCU-BCU DATA TRANSFER SYSTEM REQUIREME~TS 
The operator selects "Automatic Computer Mode " on the MCU 
panel. Upon receipt of a BCU Transfer Ready control signal, the 
MCU accepts the first word transferred in parallel and sends the 
BCU an MCU Transfer Acknowledge (see Section A.l.2.3). The MCU 
stores and displays the IS-bit c ommand word in the MCU. One of the 
following is performed as a function of the mode bit contained in 
the command wor d . 
1. If the mode bit is a "1", the RDTU Receive Mode is 
specified; i.~. , data is to be transferred to the 
MCU from the BCU. The MCU waits for a BCU Transfer 
Ready control signal and upon receipt, accepts in 
parallel, stores and displays the data word. The 
MCU Transfer Acknowledge i~ sen~ to the BCU. Th e 
above routine is continuec until all the expected 
words h ave been received from the BCU. The MCU 
will keep track of the duta words rb eived and 
generate internally its own End of Message signal. 
When all h e words have been received from the BCU, 
the mes s age (command and data) is then transferred 
from the MCU a n d MDTU to the RDTU. 
2. If the mode bit is a "0", the RIYrU Transmit Mode is 
specified; i.e., da t a is to be transferred to the 
BCU from the MCU. 
The MCU transf ers the commar.d word t o t~e ~J which 
in turn transmits the comma ne t o t he RDTU ov er the 
data bus. The RDTU t ransmits the specif ied number 
of words from the s pecified address ed devices to 
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the MDTU . The MDTU will transfe= up to and including 
16 eight-bit data words to the Mru for storage and 
display. 
When all of the data words have been received from the 
RDTU, the MCU will send the BCU an MCU Transfer Ready 
control signal. The MCU waits for a BCU Transfer 
Acknowledge signal and r epeats the above until all 
data words have been transferred to the BCU. Up to 
and including 16 data words can be displayed and 
transferred to the BCU. 
A.l.2 INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS 
A.l.2.1 Command and Data Words from BCU 
1 . COMMAND WORD 
MSB 
CODE 
WEIGHTS 
I~ 
RIJI'U 
404 0 2 - - -----2 2 -----------2 
R START STOP 
LSB 
ADDRESS Ir 5 BITS 5 BITS ~r-
MCU INPUT I I I I I I 
BUS (INB) 01 ------- 04 05 06 -------10 11-----------15 16 J I 
LINE NUMBER 
"1 " = RECEIVE 
"0" = TRANSMIT 
e. g. , RDTU ADDRESS 710 
MSB 
(RDTU) 
(RDTU) 
LINE NUt-1BER 
02 
1 
DATA WORD 
8 BITS 
03 
, 
J. 
LSB 
INB # 01---------------08 09 
- ---------------16 
04 
1 
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A.l.2.2 Data Word Supplied to BCU from MCU 
CODE WEIGHTS LSB 
RIJI'U CHANNEL DATA WORD ADDRESS 5 BITS 8 BITS 3 BITS 
MCU OUTPUT 
BUS (OUB) 
01 02 03 04-----08 09--------------16 
A.l.2.3 MCU-BCU Data Trans fer Requests and Acknowledgements 
1. Information Transfer from BCU to MCU 
"BCU TRANSFER READY OUT"~I I~Width is function of receipt 
____ ~r--~l of MCU TRANSFER acknowledge 
"MCU TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE" 
(from MCU to BCU) =ID, MCU Timing 
~Leading edge returns "TRANSFER 
READY OUT" to zero 
2. Information Transfer from MCU to BCD 
"MCU TRANSFER READY" 
(from MCU to BCU) 
I 
I 
L_ 
1 u-sec-----.... , 
"BCU TRANSFER ACKNOWLE5)GE"*!~ 300n~l450 n@ , " 
(from BCU to MCU) I , Tl,l1S trans1st10n 
1nd1cates data plus 
address have been 
transferred to BCU 
and BCD is ready to 
receive ~ :1other block. 
*If 8l0A adapter buffers are busy, the transfer sequence i~ 
inhibited until buffers are available. Therefore, no "TRAl.'lSFER 
ACKNOWLEDGE" is generated and the MCU will wait. 
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3. General 
A master clear (zero active) signal input to the MCU 
resets it to the initial state. 
A diagnostic discrete line, Tr ansmit Error, is provided 
to the BCU such that it can determine if an RDTU is sending data 
as requested. 
A.l.2.4 RDTU Device Address Definition 
Analog Device Addresses are defined as 
MSB LSB 
o 0 o o 0 through o 1 1 1 1 
Digital Device Addresses are defined as 
MSB LSB 
1 0 o o 0 through 1 1 1 1 1 
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BCU-MCU Interface - Signal Line Definition 
MCU PARALLEL ** 
INPUT BUS 
MCU PARALLEL ** 
OUTPUT BUS 
~ 
TRANSMIT ERROR 
MASTER CLEAR 
MCU XFER ACKN 
BCU XFER REJ..DY 
INE> 01 
INB 02 
INB 04-
INB 05 
INB 16 
SIGNAL GROUND* 
BCU XFER ACKN 
MCU XFER READY 
OUB 01 
OUB 02 
OUB 16 
POWER GROUND 
:> 
:> 
~ 
;> 
> 
~ 
~ 
*Control and data lines twisted pair if necessary. 
**Pin-signal designations to be defined. 
MCU 
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A.1. 2. 6 MCU Receiving and Driving Logic Types and Signal Le _Is 
1. Receiving Data from BCU 
RG220 in MCU 
Input Levels (MCU) Logic "0'1 
Input Levels (MCU) Logic "1" 
2. Driving Data to BCU 
RG7520 in MCU 
Output Levels (MCU) Logic "0" 
Output Levels (MCU) Logic "1" 
( ~ unction of pull-up resistor) 
MCU 
REQUIRED 
-0.5 min 
1.1 max 
1.7 min 
5.5 max 
MCU 
REQUIRED 
0.0 min 
.4 max 
2.1 min 
5.0 max 
A.2 RDTU/USER SUBSYSTEM INPUT/OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
BCU DRIVER 
SPECIFIED 
0.0 min 
0.15 max 
3.0 min 
3.5 max 
BCU DRIVER 
SPECIFIED 
.14 min 
1. 26 max 
2.03 min 
3.00 max 
As shown in Figure A.I, f1ve signals are provided to the 
subsystem f or the proper inpu t and output of data. During trans-
mission of data, the sixteen analog inputs are continuously avail-
able through the multiplexer in the RDTU. However, the 16 possible 
digital input source3 must be multiplexed by the subsystem and 
-~-provided to the digi t al inputs at the proper time. The I)IS. DATA 
STROBE s ignal alert s the subsyste~ to prov ide the pr~per digital 
data at the inputs. This signal mean "" that digital data will be 
required from the char, •• el address currently being provided. DIS. 
DATA STROBE is a 1 usec negative going pul se and digital data is 
sampled 550 ns~c after its rising edge. 
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FIGURE A-I 
RDTU - SUBSYSTEM I/O TIMING CHARACTERISTICS 
COMPUTER CLOCKS 
TlMA 
TIMB 
OUTPUT (Receive Mode) 
Channel Address 
(5 Bits) 
Digital Data Output 
(8 Bits) 
Digital Output Strobe 
(Discrete Data Valid) 
Analog Data Output 
(Analog Output) 
-+11~40 ns I~l. 2 us 
VII/VIZI Z/ADDRESS VPLIDZ77177IZ/). 
I DATA VPLID , 
VO///ODATA VALID/IIIIJ 
Analog Output Strobe 
(Analog Sample soy) lL-__ 
INPUT (Transmit Mode) 
Channel Address 
(5 Bits) 
Input Strobe 
(Discrete Data Strobe) 
Digital Input (8 Bits) 
Data Strobed into 
Data Register 
VIOl/allIn/ADDRESS VAL I DOO7177777A 
DATA APPLIED~A STABLE 
Wil 
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NOTES for Figure A-l 
1. The channel address is valid for approximately 8 usec 
beiore data output and for approximately 7.5 usec 
before data input. 
2. During digital data output the valid data will remain 
available for approximately 1 usec after the address 
changes. 
3. Note that the analog output strobe is the AND function 
of three output signals. 
4. Input data is strobed into the data register 650 nsec 
after the rising edge of the input strobe and must be 
stable during this period. 
5. A~alog inputs are assumed to be continuously available 
to the multiplexer inputs. 
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In receive mode, the DIS. DATA VALID signal indicates that 
valid digital data is available from the digital outputs for the 
channel address currently being provided. The subsystem is 
expected to have its own de-multiplexing capability in order to 
distribute digital outputs to 16 different channels. Three signals 
are provided to indicate that a valid analog output sample period. 
These are ANALOG SA\1PLE, s, and y. Again, t ue subsystem is 
expected to de-multiplex the analog output to 16 different channels, 
as identified by the channel address outputs. 
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APPENDIX B 
B.l SYSTEM OPERATION 
B. 1. 1 MCU /MrIl'U 
The MCU/MrIl'U control panel is shown in Figure 4-6. The 
controls and display light functions are descr\bed below, followed 
by an example of a given operating mode. The panel elements and 
their functions are the following: 
1. Operating Mode Select Switch 
a. Manual Continuous - Selection puts the user in a 
repetitive message manual mode in which the mode 
command word contents are defin~d by the push button 
lights under "Manual Mode Comr.tand". The data to be 
sent to the RDTU is manually inpl1tted to t he MCU/MDrU 
via the 16 word bank of push button lights designated 
as "Manual Input Data". Alternatively, the data 
received from the RDTU is displayed on the 16 word 
bank of lights designated as "Display Data". For this 
situation the displayed data will be indicated as 
coming from the RDTU by the light "FROM RDTU" being 
lit. The destination and source of data is defined 
by the selection of the Manual Mode COMMAND word MODE 
bits. 
b. Manual One Message - Selection enables the user 
to send a single message to an RDTU. Otherwise 
selection and operation is similar to that in (a). 
c. Automatic - S61ection puts the MCU/MDTU under 
computer control via the BCU. The "Manual Mode 
Command" and the manual input data push button lights 
are inoperative in this mode. The mode command 
provided by the computer is displayed under the 
designation "Auto Mode Corrunand". If data provided 
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by the BCU is to be sent (determined by the CO~~ word) 
to a given RDTU, it will be displayed on the 16-word 
"Display Data" bank of lights and defined as "FROM 
COMPUTER". Alternatively, if data is to be received 
from a given RDTU (as determined by the mode bits of 
the ~lto Mode COMMAND provided by the Computer), 
then the received data will be displayed on the 
"Display Data" banks and so designated as "FROM RDTU". 
2. Manual Start - Manual Stop Control 
The Manual Start button begins the manual cycle. 
The Manual Stop button caus s termination of the manual 
cycle. The last manual cycle is completed and then terminated. 
3. Master Clear 
The Master Clear button, when pressed, initiates the MCU/ 
MDTU subsystem. If it is pressed when the MCU/MDTU is executing 
in s truction sequences, that sequence is aborted immediately and 
the MCU/MDTU returns to an initial state. 
4. Data Available from Computer 
This display light indicates, in Automatic Mode, that 
there is data that has been received by the MCU/MDTU from a RDTU 
and is waiting for the BCU to accept it. 
5. Data Available from Computer 
This display light indicates that the computer wants to 
j,nput to the MCU/MDTU a command word or a data word. If the 
operator is utilizing the system's Manual Mode of operation, this 
light will indicate to him that the BCU has a COMMAND word avail-
able and he should s'~itch to Automatic Mode to accept the message. 
6. TRANSMIT Mode Error 
The transmit mode error light functions as a diagnostic 
aid that indicates that a RDTU has been requested to transmit 
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data to the MCU/MUrU but a data transmission did not take place. 
Thus, the user knows tha t the DTL is open, the RI1.I'U is not func-
tioning or the RDTU is not proverly addressed. 
7. Auto Mode Command Display 
In automatic mode t he COMMAND word received from the 
co~~uter is dip:ayed. 
8. Display Dato 
The 16 word bank of lightE' displays, as ind' cated by the 
"FRO~ RI1.I'U", "FRO~ COMPUTER" lights data received from a RDI'U 
or from the BCU r e spectively. 
9. MBnual Mode Command 
In manuc . mode, the push button lights define the com..rnand 
word that is to be transmitted to the RDTU defined by the "RD'r0 
Address II • 
10. Manual Input Data 
In the manual mode, the push Dutton lights define ~he data 
to be sent to a RDTU . 
11. Scope 
Provides an output of OIl€; side of the primary om:.put 
transformer with respect to groudn. The scope output depicts 
the t!:'ansm~tted and received conditioned diphase data. 
12. Data Tronsmission Link 
The TWINAX cable is attached to thls connector. 
B.1.2 SCU 
The seu control panel depicted in Figure 4-8 will be described~ 
In general the SC ' performs the following functions! 
1. Provides to the RDTr} for AID conversion and subsequent 
transmission to the Mcu/~mTU sixteen addressable analog voltage 
levels. T1::ese level s are varied by the potentiometer control 
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knobs AID-AIlS shown on the panel and can be moni tored V .1.~ 
anzlog input channel selection (by an external meter) at the 
AIM terminals shown. 
2. Provides to the RDTU a digital input word specified by 
"Digital Input Data". The word will be sent to t hr, RDl'U t1pon 
request of the channel address determined by the set ;I ,~ "CH.ANNEL 
ADDRESS SELECT" push button lights. If the digital channel 
address defined in the COMMAND word received by the RDTU doe~ not 
compare with the SCU's CHANNEL ADDRESS SELECT, then a data word 
of all zeros will be sent~ If there is a comparison, then the 
data word as specified will be sent. When the TRANSMIT OprION 
switch is on , "CHANNEL ADDRESS SELECT" is inoperative, and digital 
dat.a for any channel requested by the MCU/MDTU via the RDTU will 
be that stored in the DIGITAL INPUT D~TA display. 
3. Displays a single rec~ived digital word (upon channel 
address select.ion) or sample and hold an analog converted data 
word (upon channel address selection) ut not bath. The "Analog 
Output" is the Sample and Hold amplifier"s output. 
B.2 OPERATING +NSTRUCTIONS 
B.2.1 MCU/MDTU CONTROL P~~EL 
l. Turn on power (MCU/~2ITU Power Supply) connect cable 
to "Data Transmission Link" connector. 
2. Select appropriate operating mode, i.e., (Manual 
Continuous, Manual One Message or automa ic). 
3. Press Master Clear Button. 
4. If Manual Mode is selected fOJ:lmat. the Manual Mode 
Command: (Data ONE = light ON) 
a. Define RDTU module address ,to recei\re the cornmand -
First Four Bits 
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b. Select Mode - Bit 5: Data to RDTU - ONE, Data 
requested from RDTU - ZERO 
c. Define Start and Stop channel address of subsystem 
devices being serviced - access is sequential 
Analog - a - 1510 Addresses, Digital - 16 - 3110 Addresses 
d. Note: Bit 6 of Mode is a block option mode and should I be ZERO. 
5. If data is to be sent to RDTU, format the data contents I via the Manual Input Data section according to the start 
and stop address selection. 
I 
6. Press Manual Start Button. 
7. 1'0 stop the manual cycle press the manual "Stop" button. 
NOTE: When changing the operating mode or command mode, alway.s: 
a. press manual stop 
b. change operating mode 
c. change command mode 
d. press master clear 
e. press manual start (if manual) 
B.2.2. SCU CONTROL PANEL 
1.. Switch RDTU DISABLE switch (inside SCU) to OFF. 
2. Turn on power and connect cable to DI'L. 
3. Select RDTu address via swit~hes inside SCU. 
4. If data is t o be commanded to the MCU/MIYfU (TRANSMIT mode) 
a. Define the analog voltage via the &~alog Input 
Data P0tep~iometers - measurement can be made 
from the AIM terminals and selecting the AI-
Potentiometer via the Analog Input Monitor. 
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b. Define the digital input data and turn the TRANSMIT 
OPTION switch on if the user desires to have the 
defined digital 'nput word sent for all digital 
channels requested by the MCU/MDTUi or, 
c. Turn the TRANSMIT OPTION switch off and choose via 
the "Channel Address Select" the digital channel 
upon which the data will be sent--all other digital 
channels requested by the MCU/ MDTU will have zeros 
sent. 
If the RDTU has been commanded to receive data (RECEIVE 
mode) 
a. Select via the "Channel Address Select" the device 
channel address that is to receive the data. 
b . If this selection is digital and the MCU/MDTU is 
addressing this channel, the "Display Date" word 
shows the word send~ or, 
c. If this channel address selection is Analog, then 
the Analog Output indicates the analog converted 
digital word received by the RDTU. 
NOTE: Only one Digital or one Analog can be disp~ayed at one 
time on t h e SCU. 
6. Push MASTER CLEAR button to r eset SCU data register. 
B.3 SCU CALIBRNfION PROCEDURE 
The Sample-Hold amplifier portion of the SCU requires a 
calibr ation and adjus~ment procedure for proper performance. 
Refe r to Figure B-1 fo r the procedure described below. 
1. Select. a g iven analog input potentiometer (AIO through 
via t he ANALOG INPUT MONITOR switch. With a voltmeter 
connected to the Analog I put Monitor (AIM), adjust 
s elected potentiometer for a reading of ~MV. 
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2. With the d ig i t ally convert ed analog data being transmitted 
via the DTL ca ble to t he MCU/ MDTU, a d just ADJ- l potentio-
meter at t h e sample hold board such tha t the LSB of the 
MCU/MDTU display ed word " just goes out " . 
3 . At t h e MCU/MDT"U, switch to RECEIVE MODE . Select an analog 
channel and t ransmit a 0 value data word. 
4 . Wi t h the vol tmeter monitoring the Analog Output at the 
SCU, adjust ADJ-2 potentiometer for OV ±5MV. 
5 . Disconnect the DTL line and adjust the ADJ-O potentiometer 
so t hat the voltmeter reads Ov +5MV . 
6. If nec essary , repeat steps 4 and 5 to obtain a proper 
o volt r eading. 
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APPENDIX C 
C.o TECHNICAL DATA 
This appendix section consists of a compilation of detailed 
technical data. This data together with the text is necessary 
for a detailed examination of the EDB System Hardware. The 
following delineates the contents of the section: 
C .1 MCU/MDTU INT~':NAL CONTROL SIGNALS 
C ·2 RD'I'U MOr--LE CONNECTOR SIGNALS 
C.3 DATA BUS REFERENCE DRAWING LIST 
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C.1 MCULMDTU INTERNAL CONTROL SIGNALS 
ITEM MNEMONIC FUNCTION (NAME) LOAD TO DECK 
IT! ;0 
1 SMEC SCRATCHPAD MEMORY ENABLE COMPo a SCRATCHPAD MEMORY 3 0 }> 
2 SMEM SCRATCHPAD MEMORY ENABLE MDTU a SCRATCHPAD MEMORY 3 c -< 
- ~ 
3 CBRA! CLEAR BUFFER REGISTER A (BAR) 4.a SCRATCHPAD MEMORY 3 1) I { 
rn 4 CBRBI CLEAR BUFFER REGISTER B (BAR) 4.a SCRATCHPAD MEMORY 3 
IT! 0 
5 SPIEA SCRATCHPAD INPUT ENABLE A a SCRATCHPAD MEMORY 3 Z Z 
-i 
6 SPIEB SCRATCHPAD INPUT ENABLE B a SCRATCH PAD MEMORY 3 () 
0 
7 SPIEC SCRATCHP AD INPUT ENABLE C a SCRATCHPAD MEMORY 3 
- 0 
< ~ a SPIED SCRATCHPAD INPUT ENABLE D a SCRATCH PAD MEMORY 3 
9 SPMCA/ : 111 SCRATCHPAD MEMORY CLEAR A a SCRATCHPAD MEMORY 3 P 
10 SPMCBI SCRATCHPAD MEMORY CLEAR B a SCRATCHPAO Mru~ORY 3 °IZ 
Z -< 
11 A.~OEA A MUX OUTPUT ENABLE A a SCRATCHPAD MEMORY 3 
12 AMOEB A MUX OUTPUT ENABLE B a SCRATCHPAD MEMORY 3 
13 TIMA/ 3 SCRATCHPAD MEMORY 3 
14 MMOEA M MUX OUTPUT ENABLE A a M-MUX 2 
15 MMOEB M MUX OUTPUT ENABLE B a M-MUX 2 
() 16 ORIE OPTPUT REG. INPUT ENABLE 1 OUTPUT REGISTER 2 
I 
N 
17 CROEA CO~~ND ROO. OUTPu'r ENABLE a OUTPUT REGISTER 2 
-- -
C.1 MCULMDTU INTERNAL CONTROL SIGNALS 
{CONTINUED} 
ITEM MN~ONIC FU1:~TION (NAME) LOAD TO DECK 
J;{] 18 CROEB COMMAND REG. OUTPUT ENABLE 8 OUTPUT REGISTER 2 
0 ~ 19 TIMA/ OUTPUT REGISTER 2 
c ~ 
20 COR CLEAR OUTPUT REGISTER 2 OUTPUT REGISTER 2 -
-i 
1) I 
21 CLOB CLEAR OUTPUT BUFFER 3 OUTPUT BUFFER 1 ~ rn 
(11 0 22 OBRE OUTPUT BUFFER REG. ENABLE 1 OU1PUT BUFFER 1 z 
Z 
-i 
23 INBE/ INPUT BUFFER ENABLE {BAR} 2 INPUT BUFFER 1 () 
0 
24 GCIBR/ GATED CLOCK INPUT BUFFE REG. 2 INPUT BUFFER 1 0 {BAR} 
< ~ 
25 SIBR SET INPUT BvFFER REGISTER 3 I - UT BUFFER 1 -0 (II 
~ 
26 CRMIE/ COMMAND REG. MANUAL INPUT ENABLE 2 COMMAND REGISTER 1 0 Z (BAR) 
z ~ 
27 CRIEA COM!-*AND REG. INPUT ENABLE 1 COMMAND REGISTER 1 
28 CCR CLEAR COMMAND REGISTER 3 COMMAND REGISTER 1 
29 AEC AUTO ENABLE COMMAND 16 COMMAND REGISTER 1 
30 LMAR LOAD MEMORY ADDRESS REGISTER 6 SCRATCHPAD ADDR. 1 
COUNTER 
() 31 I MAR/ INCREM~NT MEMORY ADDRESS REGISTER 1 SCRATCHPAD ADDR. 1 
I (BAR) COUSTER 
IN 
32 CMAR/ CLEAR MEMORY ADDR. REGISTER {BAR} 6 SCRATCHPAD ADDR. 1 
COUNTER 
-() 
I 
.,.. 
ITEM MNEMONIC 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
CEM 
ccM/ 
LSAR 
I SARI 
CSAR/ 
csci 
ccsi 
CSPC 
MIE 
M¢E 
COBR 
Mci 
MOCD 
---~---
C.1 MCU/MDTU INTERNAL CONTROL SIGNALS 
(CONTINUED) 
FUNCT ION (NAME) 
COMPARE ENABLE (MAR) 
CLEAR COMPARATOR (MAR) (BAR) 
LOAD START ADDRESS REGISTER 
I NCREMENT START ADDR. REGISTER 
CLEAR START ADDRESS REGISTER 
COMPARATOR ENABLE (BAR) 
CLEAR COMPARATOR IN SAR 
CLEAR SERIAL PARALLEL CONVr 
MDTU INPUT ENABLE 
MDTU OUTPUT ENABLE 
CLEAR OUTPUT BUFFER REG. 
MASTER CLEAR ( BAR) 
MODE COMMAND 
TRANSMIT ERROR 
MCU TRANSFER ACKNOWLDEGE 
MCU TRANSFER READY 
LOAD TO DECK 
1 COMPARATOR 1 
1 COMPARATOR 1 
5 START ADDR. REG. MDTU 1 
1 START ADDR. REG. MDTU 1 
6 ST ART ADDR. REG. MDTU 1 
1 ST ART ADDR. REG. MDTU 1 
1 
2 IN.GAT.-s/p CONY. 1 
OBR 
8 MDTU 1 
1 IN.GAT.-s/p CONV. 1 
OBR 
2 
1 
1 
IN.GAT.-s/p CONV. 1 
OBR 
MODEM (MDTU) 1 
MODEM (MDTU ) 1 
IT1 ::0 
o :l> 
c < 
- -i 
11 I 
~ rn 
IT1 0 
Z Z 
-i 
01 () 
- a 
< s: 
(I) 111 
:l> 
o,Z 
z 1< 
l}(OUTPUT ~ CONNECTOR) 
COMPUTER 
COMPUTER 
COMPUTER 
() 
I 
U1 
- -
ITEM 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
MNEMONIC 
TIMA 
TIMB 
2 MBS 
SARC 
SARC/ 
MARC 
MARC/ 
REC. DATA 
TRANSMIT 
RECEIVE 
t .I f- ~ 
SIGNALS TD McuLMoru CO~TROL 
FUNCTION (NAME) 
TIMING A 
TIMING B 
SQUARE WAVE 
START ADDRESS REGISTER COMPARE 
START ADDRESS REGISTER COMPARE (BAR) 
MEMORY ADDRESS REGISTER rOMPARE 
MEMORY ADDRESS REGISTER COMPARE (BAR) 
BCU TRANSFER READY 
BCU TRANSFER ACKNWOLEDGE 
- -
FROM DECK 
MODEM MDTU 1 rT1 ::0 
0 l> 
MODEM MDI'U 1 c ~ 
-
-i MODEM MUl'U 1 11 I 
S. A.R. MOTU 1 ~ rn 
S.A.R. MOTU 1 
rT1 0 
Z Z 
-i COMPARATOR 1 
0 n COMPARATOR 1 0 -
MODEM MDTU 1 < ~ 
COMMAND REGISTER 1 (/) III l> 
COMMAND R~3ISTER 1 
°IZ z ~ 
COMPUTER OUTPUT 1 
CONNECTOR 
COMPUTER OUTPUT 1 
CONNECTOR 
I 
I RAYTHEON COrv1PANY E Q U I P MEN T DIVISION 
I C. 2 RIJrU MODULE CONNECTOR SIGNALS 
CONNECTOR FANOUT ON 
I ITEM SIGNAL NAME INPUT OUTPUT PIN RDTU MODULE 1 +5VDC (Genl. Logic) x JIA 78 chips 
I 2 x J2D 
3 x J2g 
I 4 x J4A 
I 5 x J5g 6 Ground J1C All 
I 7 J2c 
8 J4C 
9 J5c 
I 
10 +5VDC Special A/D Conv. x J5R 8 chips and 
2 mux 
11 +12VDC x J2A 2 710's and 
I 2 transistors 
12 +12VDC x J5L 
I 13 -6VDC x J2C 2 710's and 2 transistors 
I 14 -6VDC x J5J 
15 -20VDC x J5N 2 mux's 
I 16 A :x. J2P 0 
17 A x J2T 0 
18 B x J2E 0.67 
-19 B x J2H 0.67 
20 C x J2J 0.67 
21 C x J2S 0.67 
C-6 
RAYTHEON ~OMPAN Y-E3-
E Q u I P M E N r D I V ISION . 
C.2 RDTU MODULE CONNECTOR SIGNALS 
(CONTI NUED) 
CONNEC'fOR FANOUT ON 
ITEM SIGNAL NAME INPUT OUTPUT PIN RDTC ivIODULE 
22 D x J2M 0.67 
23 D x J2L 0.67 
24 E x J2N 1.34 
25 F x J2R 1.67 
26 ADD 1 x J2Z 1 
27 ADD 2 x J2b 1 
28 ADD 3 x J2X 1 
29 ADD 4 x J2W 1 
30 VA X J2Y 3.2 
31 Analog Sample x J2 a 0 
3? Discrete Data Valid x J2U 0 
3 3 Analog Output x J4T Emitter 
Follower 
34 IiA x J5M 0 
35 12A x J5S!, 0 
36 1 3A x J5b 
37 14A x J5X 0 
38 GOC x J4U 0 
39 DISCRETE DATA STROBE. x JIH 0 
40 Dl x JIX 1 
42 D2 x JIZ 0.67 
4 3 D3 x J l .5!. 0.67 
44 D4 x Jl£ 0.67 
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I C.2 RDTU MODULE CONNECTOR SIGNALS 
(CONTINUED) 
CONNECTOR FA.t-.JOUT ON 
ITEt.f SIGNAL NAME INPUT OUTPUT PIN RDTU MODULE 
I 45 D5 x Jlg 0 *67 
46 D6 x JIW 0.67 
47 D7 x J1Y 0.67 
48 D8 x J1U 0.67 
49 Y x J'4K 4.67 
I 50 T10 x J4R 2 
51 DIl x JIL 1 
I 52 DI2 x J"lJ 1 
I 53 DI3 x J1T 1 54 DI4 x J1V 1 
I 55 DI5 )( J1S 1 
56 DI6 x JIM 1 
57 DI7 x J1R 1 
58 DI8 x J1P 1 
59 All x J4g 1 Mux Input 
60 AI2 x J4~ 1 Mux Input 
61 AI3 x J4Z 1 Mux Input 
62 AI4 Jr. J4c 1 Mux Input 
63 AI5 x J4W 1 Mux Input 
64 :u6 x J4X 1 Mux Input 
65 AI7 x J4;Q 1 Mux Input 
66 Ar8 x J5F 1 Mux Input 
C-8 
I RA YTHEON COM PAN ~YTHEO!J--E Q U I P M E N ,. DIVISION 
, C.2 RDTU MODULE CONNECTOR SIGNALS 
(CONTINUED) 
I CONNECTOR FANOUT ON ' - ITEM SIGNAL NAME INPUT OUTPUT PIN RDTU MODULE '7 
-' f 67 AI9 x ,T5E I Mux Input ' -~ 
- ;:0;: 68 AII0 x J5H 1 Mu x Input ~~ I ;. -~ 69 AIll x J5A 1 Mux I npu t ~:r 
I 70 AI 1 2 x J5D 1 Mux I nput 
71 AIl3 J5B 1 Mu;-. Input x I 72 AI14 x J5C 1 Mux Input 
73 AIlS x J5K 1 Mux Input I 74 AIO 
x J4Y 1 Mux Input 
75 Message Indicator x J5P 2 
76 RlJI'U Disable (Initial Set) x J5S 4.4 
I 77 r x J4H 2.67 
78 s 
x J4E 1. 67 I 79 t 
x J4F 2.67 
I 80 u x J4D 1. 67 81 v 
x J4B 1. 67 
I 82 TIMA x JIB 1 
83 TIME 
x J4V 0 I 84 Mode Conunand x J2V 7 
85 Rec Data x JIE 5.67 
86 Transmit Data x JIN 1. 34 
87 SP 
x J5V 1 
C-9 
t 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ITEM 
88 W 
89 X 
90 Y 
91 Z 
RAYTHEON COMPANY 
EQUIPMENT DIVISION 
C.2 RnTU MODULE CONNECTOR SIGNALS 
CO~NECTOR FANOUT ON SIGNAL NAME INPUT OUTPUT PIN RDTU MODULE 
---
x J4J J..67 
x J4M 3.67 
x J4N 
x J4L 
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I RAYTHEON COMPANY ~AYTHEO~ E 0 U I P M E N T DIVISION 
I C.3 DATA BUS REFERENCE DRAWI NG LIST 
I NO. DWG. NO. TI 'rLE SHEET SIZE LENGTH 
1 463481 DATA BUS - MCU POWER SUPPLY B 
2 46:;482 DATA BUS FUNCTIONAL BLOCK 
DIAGRAM 
3 463483 DATA BUS - MCU DECK 1 1 of 2 J 15 feet 
OUTPUT BUFF ER, INPUT BUFFER 
COMMAND REGISTER, SCRATCHPAD 
ADDRESS COUNTER, COMPARATOR 
MEMORY ADDRESS DECODE 
l 4 DATA BUS - MCU DECK 1 SAR 2 of 2 J 12 feet CIRCUIT , OUTPUT BUFFER REGISTER MODEM CIRCUIT 
~ 5 463484 DATA BUS - MCU DECK 2 . of 2 J 11 feet MANUAL DATA INPUT CIRCUITRY 
M-MUX, MUX GxrING, OUTPUT 
U REGISTER CIRCUITRY 6 DATA BUS - MCU DECK 2 2 of 2 J 13 feet 
U 
CONTROL CIRCUITRY 
7 463485 DATA BUS - MCU DECK 3 1 of 3 J 12 feet 
SCRATCHPAD MEMORY 
~ 8 DATA BUS - MCU DECK 3 2 of 3 J 14 feet 
SCRATCHPAD MEMORY 
r 9 DATA BUS - MCU DECK 3 3 of 3 J 15 feet SCRAT~dPAD M~~ORY 
r 10 463486 SUBSYSTEM CONTROL UNIT 1 of 1 J 15 feet 
11 462831 I TERCONNECTION DIAGRAM 1 of 1 E 
U DATA BUS 
12 462840 DATA BUS ASSEMBLY 1 of 1 E 
13 462838 PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD A 1 of 1 E 
ASSEMBLY DATA BUS 
14 462839 PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD B 1 of 1 E 
ASSEMBLY DATA BUS 
I 
C-ll 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
NO. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
RAYTHEON COMPANY 
E Q U I P MEN T DIVISION 
C.3 DATA BUS REFERENCE DRAWING LIST 
(CONTINUED) 
DWG. NO. TITLE SHEE.T SIZE LENGTH 
462595 ADDRESS DECODER RAYPAK RPI 1 of 1 D 
462596 INSTRUCTION DECODER RP2 1 of 1 D 
462597 MESSAGE CONTROL & TIMING 1 of 1 D 
RP3 
46 2598 DATA REGISTER RP4 1 of 1 D 
462599 TIMING SEQUrnCER RP5 1 of 1 D 
462600 D/ A CONVERTER RP6 1 of 1 D 
462601 MODEM TRANSMITTER RP7 1 of 1 D 
462602 MODEM RECEIVER RP8 1 of 1 D 
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